
 

 

2015 年 5 月 2 日 SAT 北美考试回忆 

写作 （Critical Writing）： 

文章 （Essay）： 

Should we always think before we speak? (我们应该三思而后言吗？) 

I went with Winston revealing himself to O'Brien in 1984 and Michael Dell 

telling Jobs to sell apple. 

 

语法 (Grammar)： 

No Error Questions:   

purple dye 

jetpacks 

stamps 

lion manes 

IS:  

1. #4 on the last section? It was about the fish fossils, indicating that they gave 

birth instead of laying eggs. Was it just "laying"? Or "them laying"?  Answer: 

laying 

2. Anyone remembers that Fixing Sentence which concerned nearby residents 

in the area. I went with C 

3. The one about park as being an appropriate location?  Answer: park 



 

 

4. Aniketx: 10th section  it correct -to join or was it joining 不是 join, 应该是 E 

IE: 

1. did you maybe put the woman who became president in 2005 as NE? the 

error was D because the question said "she returned..." and should have 

followed with "WOULD become" not "became" the president   Answer: NE 

2. Many people don't run speedily anymore; they just want to complete the 

marathon. 

3. Scientists are interested in manes? NO ERROR 

IP: 

The passage is about the Amory Art Show  

1. Which was the improving paragraph question counted : art or theater? 

2. asked you to revise and combine two sentences? 

Was it ... Although it was called Amory Exhibition because the exhibition was in 

Amory Building, the Amory Exhibition displayed art. 

Or... The Amory Exhibition displayed art, but because the exhibition was in 

Amory Building it was called Amory Exhibition 

 

阅读 （Critical Reading）： 

完成句子（Sentence Completion）: 

1. Temporary…lasting (ice hotels) 



 

 

2. Indigenous (a plant grows only in one region) 

3. Evokes…brimming with (seas of Middle East) 

4. Exhaustive (a knowledgeable historian) 

5. Invective (strident and antagonistic debaters) 

6. related…distinctions (所有人种都是有密切关系的尽管看上去很不同) 

7. onerous (对应 burdensome) 

8. pregnancy (gestation) 

9. connotations (color black 的不同意思) 

10. idiosyncratic…isolation  

11. vexed…ludicrous (对应 silly) 

12. Blank…supposition (childhood of Julius Caesar) 

13. determined (political reformer) 

14. monitor…enforce (对应 kept track of 和 ensure implementation) 

 

文章（Passage）: 

Some of the harder CR questions 

1. Was the answer to the second to last question in one reading section an 

imperative 

2. Pivotal? 

3. some of the DNA passage questions that I forget (more of a time issue) 

4. was it contented or wistful  Answer: contented 



 

 

5. was it moves showy but sincere 

6. was it expected when they looked at each other’s eyes for failure   YES 

7. What was last the question about the character passage where they make a 

comparison? I think it was either a sculptor choosing right rocks or actor having 

few emotions/gestures 

8. I put actors having few emotions because I remember a specific line in the 

passage said that characterization is about quality not quantity 

9. for the mystery passage, what is the least likely way to describe the inspector? 

choices were: thoughtful, erratic, tense, etc..  I got erratic for that one, it means 

random. 

10. I think I chose he took for granted that the thing would characterize the 

character or something like that 

11. What did people say for the meaning of "promise" when it said the Players' 

faces showed promises of failure? I was stuck between assertion and 

expectation. I went with the latter.  Answer: expectation 

12. there was a question on the mystery passage about the meaning of the 

word "strike" 

was it resonance or discovery Answer: resonance 

13. the video one - was it they used a citation? the first one chooses a side - 

second one questions about why there even is a argument? what was the 



 

 

question about the person who started the argument was it fruitful, productive, 

extensive or idk? there was another question i forgot.. 

14. does anyone remember the foam questions - was it he wishes it was more 

historically used? surprised by its texture - what was the short passage next to it? 

15. for the DNA it was like passage 1 author and passage 2 in these lines both - 

is concede their point or something 

16. and was the answer to abusing the DNA - person not getting hired of 

disease? was his argument a minor exception or a strong opposition? was the 

author think of it as "unexpected' for officer not to do it. 

文章大意： 

1. about a newly formed amateur theater company 

2. 短对比：Whether video games are art or not? 

3. Anyone get the passage about the African American woman who got a 

chance to speak at a really big political conference? 

4. about mystery novels 

5. 长对比：about the collection and storage of human DNA samples 

 

数学 (Math)： 

1. the question about posts and boards?  Answer:11 



 

 

2. the answer to last grid in area. 4.5 or 2.25?   Answer: 4.5 

3. Flower: 2 

4. Perimeter: 46/3 or 18 

5. Last area: 4.5 

6. Votes: 1815 

7. Slope: 1.75 (more than one answer) 

8. Arc length degree: 150 

9. A to C on circle: 10 

10. the one where it was the last question of the 16 question math did anyone 

get 16 and use that whole triangle rule with the square 3 

 

Experimental: 

1. Was the reading passage about 1770 Virginia experimental? I'm almost sure 

it was self-reflection through writing from the 16th century? 

 

 

 


